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Overview

Victory Victory && Defeat Defeat

A once strong castle protects a troubled 4 lands. Towns can barely 
trade and far away roads are no longer safe. Take inspiration if you 
seek glory- for now is your time. From everywhere and all walks of 
life, we need more heroes!

You win if you are the first hero to earn 20 points of glory or you are the last player 
in the game. You lose if your health becomes 0 and you have no resources to 
save you. (But don’t worry, it is under your control whether you ever risk your life).

Earn points of glory through battle (2-4), fates 
(0-1), lairs (5), and quests (3).

Every 5 points of glory, you get stronger:
draw 2 abilities, keep 1, & gain a coin

GloryGlory

Starting OutStarting Out Shop for goods at the castle and visit a town or two for quests. As you travel, draw 
some fate cards and try a battle if you have full health. You have good chances to 
win whether you concentrate on collecting a lot of fate, taking a lot of battles, or 
focusing hard on questing. Stay away from lairs until you are ready. But, if you wait 
too long someone else may get there first.

This is a dry erase game! Your hero board and all cards are dry erasable. You will 
find boxes that you check to track all sorts of things. Quests and lair spaces have 
facedown cards with secret information. Use your marker to take 
notes about them. 
Your strike, power, 
and health can be 
changed by simply 
writing down the new 
value.

Dry Erase MaterialsDry Erase Materials



SetupPut the ability, battle, fate, and goods decks beside the board.11

Give each player 5 coins.22

Put a random quest under each town. Repeat for lair cards under lairs.33

Choose hero boards and associated standee tokens.44

Put each player’s token on an unoccupied space beside the castle.55

Collect each hero’s starting goods from the goods deck.66

Draw 5 goods. Place them face-up above the board, side-by-side.77
Setup DiagramSetup Diagram



Play

MovementMovement

Endpoints Endpoints && Spaces Spaces

Roll to see who goes first. Play continues clockwise.

On your turn, roll a die. Move that many spaces forward, landing on the last space 
counted. Follow the instructions on the LegendLegend according the space you are on.

The castle, lairs, & towns stop your movement. They represent geographic points 
you can rely upon. Battles, fates, and havens represent events that happen to you 
along your journey. Trouble, fairies, good places to make camp- you can look for 
them, but there is no guarentee of finding them!

CrossroadsCrossroads You can almost always choose which way to travel. As you count your movement, 
you may come to a crossroads. You can choose to go any which way you like. 
(Exception: you can’t count the same space more than once a turn. No backtracking!)

MarchingMarching Once/turn, you may subtract 1 health to apply a +1 bonus onto you movement 
roll.  This can be really useful, and effectly makes spaces where you regain health 
easier to land on (the castle and havens). However, marching with 1 health left 
takes you to 0 even if you are marching toward a space to regain health. You 
would then eliminate yourself from the game, unless you had a card to save you.

Once, Twice, ThriceOnce, Twice, Thrice Any mention of once, twice, or thrice tells you how many times you can use a card 
or special ability. After a card is fully used in this way, it is discarded. 

Collecting CardsCollecting Cards Cards you collect are public knowledge. 
Ability and goods cards that are used 
up are discarded. Some fate cards 
can be used, but they are turned face-
down instead. Fate cards you collect are 
always yours no matter what- even when 
they instruct you to play them on the 
map. Every 5 fate you collect, draw an 
ability. Battle cards you engage are also 
collected for tracking purposes.



BattleBattle and lair cards represent monsters. This is where your strike, power, and 
health come into focus. Your strike score is your ability to attack and defend. Your 
power is how much damage you do if you win a strike roll. Your health is how 
much damage you can take without dying. It is  always up to you whether you risk 
a round of battle that could kill you.

When you draw a battle or lair card, follow these steps:

Step 1: DecisionStep 1: DecisionStep 1
Decide to engage or withdraw. 
If and only if you enegage, proceed to step 2; if you withdraw, the battle ends.

Step 2
Roll and add your strike to the result. 
Another player does the same for the monster you are fighting. 

Step 2: StrikeStep 2: Strike

Step 3: PowerStep 3: PowerStep 3
Who ever lost the strike roll loses health equal to the winner’s power.
On a tie, nothing happens.

Step 4: resultStep 4: resultStep 4
If your enemy is out of health, you win the battle.
If you are out of health, you are eliminated from the game.
Otherwise, return to step 1.

Battle DiagramBattle Diagram



FocusFocus

It is well that  other heroes walk the 
land. Recognize them! But compete with 
them. If you are going to make the most 
of yourself, you must strategize.

Take good note of your quests and remember 
where you got them! Start a few, but stay 
focused and finish at least one. 
You will be distracted, 
and your memory will 
fade. The second player 
to complete a given quests still gets 
some rewards. Do not dismiss quests after 
they are turned face up.

Strategy

DisciplineDiscipline Withdraw from battle when you need to. 
Do not pick fights that are too hard at the start of 
the game. You can see the “victory” score on a battle card to get a 
hint  about it’s difficulty. Expendable resources are great for securing a victory in a 
battle, but think twice before using them too early. The value of one-time bonuses 
is greater than they appear. They can allow you to take an extra round of battle 
you wouldn’t nomrally risk. So, a single one-time effect may net you a few extra 
rounds of battle throughout the game. Think of them as a) the ability to secure the 
last round of a battle and b) insurance to try extra rounds of battle.

March!March! Marching is far stronger than it looks! A mere 1 extra space for a point of health 
may not seem meaningful. But if 1 space gets you to a more useful spot, especially 
instead of a blank space, it amounts to a whole extra turn. Keep your ability to 
march top of mind and push yourself!

A Time to DieA Time to Die Watch your opponents. When someone has 15 or more glory they are within one 
lair battle of winning the game. If you are going to lose anyway, you might as well 
try a lair yourself. If they are low on health or look like they want to shop, maybe 
you have some time. But if they are in good shape, go for a lair. Risk all of your 
health, since if you withdraw you will probably lose anyway. Take your fate into 
your own hands and convert your guts into glory.



AppendixHere are a few finer points about the game. 
You definitly don’t need to read this in order to get started.

IdentityIdentityCards and effect you have can only be used to effect your own hero. Not other 
heroes, and not monsters.

PermenancePermenanceYour cards are permenant unless they tell you how many times you can use them.

CombinationCombinationYou can employ multiple uses from the same card or special ability at once, unless 
there is a spefic criteria for using it.

ConcurrenceConcurrenceSome fates give a chance for all players to do something. If there is conflict, the 
active player acts first and then other players in clockwise sequence.

Fairy ExemptionFairy ExemptionIf you draw a fairy due to an instruction to draw a battle card, draw again.

Health BonusHealth BonusAn effect that increases your maximum health improves your current health by the 
same amount when you gain it.

Lair healthLair healthA lair monster always starts a battle at full health.

Deck DepletionDeck DepletionIf you fully deplete a deck, make a new one from discarded cards.

Movement MagicMovement MagicA card or effect that permits you to move anywhere replaces your movement roll. 
You may use it after you roll movement, replacing it.

Space SharingSpace SharingAny number of heroes can be on the same space at once.

Quest SingularityQuest SingularityA single player can complete a specific quest once. 

Duplicate EffectsDuplicate EffectsIf you have 2 or more of the same card, you still gain the benefits of all of them.

"Roll" Semantics"Roll" SemanticsSome cards refer to a “roll”. A roll is the number on the top of a die aftering casting 
it. A” strike roll” or “movement roll” is the number on top of the die plus any relevant 
modifiers, like your strike score or bonuses from cards.



Draw a battle card.
You may battle for the glory listed on the 
card if it has a victory score higher than your 
current glory. Once you win, withdraw, or lose 

collect the battle card.

BATTLE

Regain lost health.
You may buy face-up goods above the board. 
Replace bought goods from the goods deck.

CASTLE

Draw a fate card.
Follow the card’s instructions.

Collect the completed fate.

FATE

Nothing happens.
BLANK

Regain up to 2 health.
You can peek at the closest lair card.

HAVEN

Draw the underlying lair card.
You may engage; do not reveal it unless you 
do. If you battle and win, gain 5 glory and 

collect the lair card. Otherwise, return it.

LAIR

Draw the underlying quest card.
Do not reveal it unless you have completed it. 
If you have completed it gain 3 glory, 3 coins, 
and turn the card face-up. If you complete a 
quest that is already face-up, gain 1 glory, 2 
coin, and remove the quest from the game. 
You cannot start a quest before seeing it, 
except for collecting fates. Remember, a 
quest is not complete until revisiting its town.

TOWN

Legend 


